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Facilities in 1390 which were on time

Engineer S.R.Sajadi, deputy of water, soil, industries 

ministry announced in an interview: we granted 1647 mil-

iard Tommans credit to current budget and prime council 

of water. Near to 410/000 ha lands and gardens are equiped 

with newest irrigating systems during 3 years ago, which 

one we know as a record. We have handled totally 1,200,000 

halands by pressured-irrigating systems. 582.000 ha lands 

are equiped with non – parental irrigating systems in enth state.

Besides 27,000 K.meters piping has been operated.

After Then Mr. Sajadi, refering to celebrating of the 6th exhibition of infrastruc-

tures, equipments and machineries of irrigating systems in Pardis Alborz province 

said: “This specialized exhibition acts as a grand show of newest technologies and 

innovations in infrastructure of agricultural machineries. This grand exhibition is a 

determining and highly important event which manifests our producer`s abilities and 

creativity. This deputy actually supports this exhibition, for it`s managed strongly by 

private sections. This grand exhibition will be celebrated 18 – 21 Mehr 1391 (9-12/

Oct/2012) in Agriculture colledge of Tehran University in Karaj-Pardis. It consists of 

110 companies.

The National project for poult Influenza prevention is started

The head of veterinary organization, Mr Dastoor announced that the execution of 

this grand project for preventing bird influenza is started.

He told: “We have separated our rural regions to 8 pieces. All of laying hens, farms 

of broiilers, wild fowl, ostrich, Turkey, partridge, hen and rooster are 

the target of this evaluative project.”

He added: “we estimate 584 bird and poultry farms and near to 720 

rural regions will be tested. We will collect 53, 520 samples.

This project will be operated in all of provinces of Iran.
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Critical situation of agricultural economy

In this volume our editorial in chief, Mr. Mansoor Ansari analyzes 

our existed critical and economical situation. This article has two main 

aspects: first, raw materials for products such as: corn, soy bean; raw 

materials for production of drugs, fertilizers, poisons, seeds and others.

Second, adjstiting importing of innovated commodities such as grains, 

rice, red meat and poultry meat which should be handled in a way not to 

hurt our productility.

Here it`s asked which association (state or majlis) is responsible for constitution of 

commercial and economical law in agricultural section?

Now we have a very critical and sensitive situation, so making decision is highly sen-

sitive and determining. It`s needed that responsible organs reflect the final decisions to 

75 million people of Iran and also 4/000/000 investigators who are ready to have more 

cooperation with state.

Is there any economical solution for foreign exchange 
adjusting?!

In this article we look at gradual increasing of foreign 

exchange from december 2011 to Augost 2012. It`s includ-

ed that none law and obligation can not adjust and stable the 

value of foreign exchange. The author directly relates it to 

food production for people.

It`s essential to change the foreign exchange policy we 

should  consider seperated policy for each section such as 

agriculture sectors. Our existed political situation should 

be evaluated and changed, our statesman should stable our 

national economy because never laws, obligations and restrictions stable the value of 

foreign exchange.
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